
Five friends are engaged in a conversation, sharing their favorite extreme sports and the mentors who guided them in those

sports. Find out the speci�c extreme sport practiced by each friend and identify their respective mentors.

Shoes: green, pink, red, white, yellow

Name: Fiona, Isabelle, Lauren, Rebecca, Samantha

Sport: motocross, paragliding, sur�ng, wakeboarding,

windsur�ng

Mentor: Chinese, Dutch, German, Mexican, Norwegian

Age: 26 years, 30 years, 32 years, 34 years, 36 years

The woman who had a German mentor is at the second

position.

The person who likes Windsur�ng is next to the one

wearing Pink shoes.

Samantha is also the one who practices Paragliding.

Fiona is at the second position.

Rebecca is next to the person who enjoys Motocross.

The woman who had a Chinese mentor is next to the

person who likes Windsur�ng.

The woman who had a Dutch mentor is also 34 years

old.

The woman wearing Green shoes is next to Rebecca.

The woman who had a Norwegian mentor is

somewhere between the woman who likes Sur�ng and

the woman who had a Dutch mentor, in that order.

The woman wearing White shoes is immediately to the

right of the one wearing Green shoes.

The person who likes Windsur�ng is immediately to

the right of Isabelle.

The woman wearing Red shoes is somewhere to the

left of Rebecca.

The person wearing Red shoes is somewhere to the left

of the 26-year-old person.

The woman who had a Chinese mentor is in the middle

position.

The 32-year-old person is immediately to the left of the

one wearing Red shoes.

The woman who likes Wakeboarding is somewhere

between the woman who had a Mexican mentor and

the person who enjoys Sur�ng, in that order.

The woman wearing Red shoes is immediately to the

left of the 36-year-old woman.
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Five friends are engaged in a conversation, sharing their favorite extreme sports and the mentors who guided them in those

sports. Find out the speci�c extreme sport practiced by each friend and identify their respective mentors.

Shoes: green, pink, red, white, yellow

Name: Fiona, Isabelle, Lauren, Rebecca, Samantha

Sport: motocross, paragliding, sur�ng, wakeboarding,

windsur�ng

Mentor: Chinese, Dutch, German, Mexican, Norwegian

Age: 26 years, 30 years, 32 years, 34 years, 36 years

The woman who had a German mentor is at the second

position.

The person who likes Windsur�ng is next to the one

wearing Pink shoes.

Samantha is also the one who practices Paragliding.

Fiona is at the second position.

Rebecca is next to the person who enjoys Motocross.

The woman who had a Chinese mentor is next to the

person who likes Windsur�ng.

The woman who had a Dutch mentor is also 34 years

old.

The woman wearing Green shoes is next to Rebecca.

The woman who had a Norwegian mentor is

somewhere between the woman who likes Sur�ng and

the woman who had a Dutch mentor, in that order.

The woman wearing White shoes is immediately to the

right of the one wearing Green shoes.

The person who likes Windsur�ng is immediately to

the right of Isabelle.

The woman wearing Red shoes is somewhere to the

left of Rebecca.

The person wearing Red shoes is somewhere to the left

of the 26-year-old person.

The woman who had a Chinese mentor is in the middle

position.

The 32-year-old person is immediately to the left of the

one wearing Red shoes.

The woman who likes Wakeboarding is somewhere

between the woman who had a Mexican mentor and

the person who enjoys Sur�ng, in that order.

The woman wearing Red shoes is immediately to the

left of the 36-year-old woman.
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Woman #1 Woman #2 Woman #3 Woman #4 Woman #5

Shoes ye��ow ��d gr��n whi�� pink

Name Samantha Fiona Isabel�� Rebecca Lau��n

Sport paragliding wa��boarding sur��ng windsur��ng motocross

Mentor Mexican German Chi���� Norwegian Dutch

Age 32 years 30 years 36 years 26 years 34 years
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